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COBRA 2 AND COBRA 4 – STACKABLE LINE ARRAYS 

The DYNACORD COBRA compact line array systems COBRA-2 and COBRA-4 are extremely compact, fast and easy to set up and 
extremely cost efficient. They provide line array performance in the type of situations where conventional, large format line arrays can 
offer no economically viable solution. 

The extremely wide horizontal directivity of the DYNACORD COBRA compact line array systems (due to their generation of 
cylindrical sound waves) means they can provide coverage to large audience areas without the comb-filter-like effects that 
impair the sound quality of conventional horizontal clusters. The shallow and precisely defined vertical directivity, free from 
strong vertical ‘side lobes’, avoids the undesired radiation of sound towards ceiling and floor areas, eliminating to a large 
extent the interference produced by reflections. 

Both COBRA systems feature a system cabling, that allows a fast and easy set-up from preconfigured amplifier racks. 
COBRA-2 is biamped for smaller to medium size applications, while COBRA-4 with it’s dedicated COBRA-4-FAR 
and the PWH hornloaded subwoofer cabinet allows for concerts with audience of several thousands. 

MODELS 
Cobra-4-Far 
Active 3-way cabinet 

 Active 3-Way Compact Line Array Far Cabinet 
 3-Driver HF Slot Waveguide 
 4-Driver Low-Distortion Mid-Range Line Array 
 Easy Stacking and easy Flying 
 Voice Coil Tracking Protection 

Dynacord´s COBRA-4-FAR is an active 3-Way cabinet for use 
as a far cabinet in compact line arrays and other demanding 
applications, where wide horizontal coverage, extremely low 
distortion and a low sensitivity against acoustic feedback are 
mandatory. 
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Cobra-4-Top 
Active 3-way cabinet 

 Active 3-Way Compact Line Array Nearfield Cabinet 
 4-Driver Low-Distortion Mid-Range Line Array 
 Constant Directivity HF Horn 
 Easy Stacking and easy Flying 
 Voice Coil Tracking Protection 

Dynacord´s COBRA-4-TOP is an active 3-Way cabinet for 
use as a nearfield cabinet in compact line arrays and other 
demanding applications, where wide horizontal coverage, 
extremely low distortion and a low sensitivity against acoustic 
feedback are mandatory. 

 

 
Cobra-Sub 
Vented direct radiating cabinet 

 High-Efficiency vented direct radiating Subwoofer 
 600W EVX 180B Transducer 
 30Hz — 170Hz (-10dB) 
 Easy Stacking and easy Flying 
 Voice Coil Tracking Protection 

Dynacord´s COBRA-SUB is a vented direct radiating cabinet, 
equipped with the high-power Electro-Voice EVX 180B 18" 
transducer. 

  

 
We carry 12 – Dynacord – Cobra Stackable Line Array High Pack Speakers  

and 16 - Dynacord – Cobra Subs in our inventory. 
 
 


